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ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: August 5th, 2019
Hearing Time: 4:00 PM
Account#: R8164217-18 & R8164221

PIN#: 206701001-2 & 206701005

Owner of Record: Catamount Development, LLC
Legal Description: Parcel 1, 2 & 5 Catamount Ranch
Appraisal Date: June 30, 2018

Assessment Date: January 1, 2019

Sales Collection Period: 24 months from July 1, 2016 thru June 30, 2018
Definition of Market Value: “The most probable price, as of a specified date, in cash, or in terms
equivalent to cash, or in other precisely revealed terms for which the specified property rights should
sell after reasonable exposure in a competitive market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, with
the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for self‐interest, and assuming that
neither is under undue duress.” The Appraisal of Real Estate, 12th ed., 2001, page 22.
Aggregate 2019 Assessor Value: account values of $215,840 (Parcel 5), $1,597,860 (Parcel 1),
and $7,391,530 (Parcel 2). The grand total is $9,205,230. The value includes all land, buildings,
and site improvements. - Value Contested
2019 Assessor classifications: Not Contested
Property Type: Golf Course, zoning is AF county agriculture with Golf Course use permitted by
special use permit only.
Appeal Summary:
Prior to establishing the value of Golf Course properties, income questionnaires were submitted to
each golf course, as they have been for some years. No response has ever been received.
At the assessor appeal level, the petitioner submitted a list of a number of parcels owned by
Catamount Development, LLC citing the golf course valuation as excessive.
At the assessor level the basis of the argument for a reduction in value was unidentified vacant home
sites and vacant recreational land reported by the appellant as realizing lesser values. On this basis the
appeal was denied, both due to lack of applicability and lack of submitted sale data. The value floor
of just the land value is considered to be irrigated AF zoned land. The golf course has commercial
water rights above and beyond dry recreational or open-space land as they are able to continually
maintain a fully irrigated green during the season, of which Colorado statutes state the water right is
to be valued on the land of which it is utilized. The golf course entitlement adds value as well further
supporting this as the value floor of the land. The golf course itself also has substantial development
cost, which at the time of construction required major grading, drainage, and the creation of greens
and fairways, seeing out the plan for a signature course of the nationally recognized golf-architect,
Tom Weiskopf. The parcels are additionally improved with a pro-shop, office, golf-cart storage, and
miscellaneous storage/service buildings comprising approximately 28,246 sq ft of building area, and
an additional approximate 69,700 sq ft (1.6 acres) of asphalt parking.
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At the assessor level appeal income data was requested. No response received.
At the CBOE level appeal the question of economic obsolescence (broken out only in the cost
approach to value) has been brought forward. This will be discussed in depth in a later portion of the
report but it is noted economic obsolescence is fully realized and baked into the income approach to
value. To this end income data has again been requested. As of the writing of this report no response
received.
It is recommended the accounts be denied due to a lack of supporting documentation.
Discussion:
Property Description:
Known as Catamount Golf Course, the course is predominantly oriented over three account’s land
areas, with the actual developed course being situated on Parcel 1 (31.49 acres) and Parcel 2 (167.92
acres). Parcel 5 (11.36 acres) is a riparian remainder parcel sandwiched between Parcel 1 and Parcel
2. Parcel 1 & 2 have the vast majority of Catamount Golf Course situated on it and to this end the
course development cost is allocated to each parcel’s land in accordance to the proportion of each
parcel’s contribution to the total golf course land area (199.41 acres). While Parcel 5 does not have
the actual course on it, it acts as a transition between Parcel 1 and Parcel 2 allowing greater utility
and access between the two parcels. Additionally Parcel 5 has some of the best water frontage and
live water running throughout the majority of it. Because of these various factors Parcel 5’s land is
considered along with the Parcel 1 & 2’s land but considered undevelopable. Buildings and
improvements are valued on the land parcel they are situated on. The parking lot areas are included in
the land value and allocated to the parcel they are situated on. For further detailing of this refer to
data contained in the report.
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Catamount Golf Course Narrative.
06/30/2018 Appraisal Date

Aerial of Catamount Golf Course layout:

R8164217: Ancillary buildings, range & putting green, and hole #1.
R8164218: Pro-shop & parking, holes #2 - #18, 3.5ac +/- lake, and 2,200 front feet on Walton Creek.
R8164221: Riparian remainder parcel, 1,500 front feet on Walton Creek.
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Brief overview of property characteristics:
This 18-hole par 72 with total yardage of 7088 is a Tom Weiskopf signature course. Situated on 199.41
acres, the course is predominately a double fairway with returning nines, although approximately 30% is
a single fairway (highest cost). The course overall is somewhat meandering which can dramatically
increase cost, particularly of irrigation. It has less than 30 residential frontage lots but they are large 25
to 70 acre premium lots, marketed as an exclusive private subdivision. The course itself is a private
membership non-equity club. Of the four local courses, Catamount is the course furthest south
approximately 1.5 miles from the city limits. The topography of this course is noteworthy as a large
chunk of the eastern portion it is foidel loam with 25-65% slopes, making course development
significantly more costly. There are 60+/- sand bunkers. There is 2,200+ front feet on Walton Creek on
one parcel, and another 1,500+ front feet on a second parcel. There are three additional intermittent
unnamed streams. It has a number of building improvements including multiple utility/shop buildings,
office space, golf cart storage, and pro-shop. All improvements were constructed in 1999 to 2000 and
have been well kept.
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National data (North America):
The National Golf Foundation (NGF) 2018 state of the industry reports golf is in a period of stability with
stable to moderately increasing demand:

Investor surveys conducted by Realtyrates indicate the risk rate for golf courses at a national level has
not changed dramatically since 2008:

Cap Rate
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%

Note moderately appreciating capitalization rates in early 2000's to 2006 indicates appreciating risk and
is synonymous with the golf-course bust of the early 2000's. 2006 and beyond the rate has remained
mostly flat.
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Publicly traded golf companies such as Calloway (ELY), Drive Shack AKA American Golf (DS), and
Acushnet Holdings Corp AKA Taylor-made (GOLF), some of the largest golf specialists by market
capitalization, have all reported moderate revenue growth for the past few years.
Calloway increasing revenue (small cap):

Taylor-made increasing revenue (small cap):
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Drive Shack aka American Golf (micro cap):

Regional data (Colorado/Mountain):
Mountain region which includes Colorado consistently smashes national averages.
NGF National Golf Rounds played report
Mountain region year over year changes
Private
club

Month Year Rounds
Temp Precip National YTD
aug
2018
4.90%
-.1◦
37%
-2.7%
july
2018
4.40%
-1.1◦
-10%
-2.9%
june
2018
4.40%
-0.3◦
62%
-3.30%
may
2018
8.70%
3.8◦
25%
-4.10%
april
2018
7.10%
0.3◦
-36%
-8.9%
march
2018
-4.50%
-5.6◦
-29%
-5.6%
Feb
2018
-2.90%
-6.5◦
-25%
-7.2%
Jan
2018
23.60%
7◦
-54%
-5.4%
dec
2017
14.20%
3.5◦
-47%
-2.7%
nov
2017
4.50%
-1◦
-15%
-2.9%
July
2017
-1.50%
0.20%
dec
2016
12.20%
-2.8◦
50%
0.60%
june
2016
-2.70%
-0.1◦
-36%
april
2016
3.10%
1.3◦
77%
march
2016
-2.80%
-2.1◦
51%
5.50%
Note: some data in the range is missing. All data found at the time of this report is included. 2018 is
complete up to the appraisal date, but due to the seasonality of golf, 2016-17 data may in some cases
be potentially misleading without additional context. The national year-to-date data is annualized and
therefore not as subject to this factor.
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Additionally, according to a 04/26/2019 article by Gary Baines for the Colorado Golf Association (CGA)
Colorado courses fared significantly better than the national average in terms of rounds played. 66
public courses were analyzed, which if three outliers are removed rounds played from 2017 to ’18 is
essentially flat at -0.32% rounds played. This minute drop comes after three of the prior four years
showing increases. “From 2016 to ’17, for instance, public course rounds in Colorado were up 3.3%.”
Furthermore, “Colorado’s public course rounds have significantly outperformed Golf Datatech’s national
averages year-over-year in both 2017 and ’18.” According to this same article there is untapped demand
in Colorado in particular with 648,000 non-golfers in the Denver market who are interested in played
golf based on research from a partnership with NGF, CGA, and the Colorado PGA. Colorado is a leading
state for attracting new participation.
In summary, reconciling all the above data to our subject property at Catamount, it is determined all
these cumulative factors are tailwinds to our subject’s value, reducing the amount of potential economic
obsolescence seen in other regional markets such as hurricane and record-rain-impacted areas. The golf
industry in the Colorado market has shown rounds-played gains year after year, and stable participation
rates. This is additionally supported by stable national capitalization rates, publicly held golf-specialty
equities operating nationally showing appreciation of gross and net revenues, stable national
participation rates, and projections for rounds played and participation rates in 2018 all quite positive. In
conjunction with golf courses seeing more closures than openings, those participation rates & roundsplayed-demand is picked up by the remaining courses, reducing or in some cases eliminating any
potential economic obsolescence from oversupply. This data indicates Colorado golf in particular is in a
period of gradual appreciation and stability.
Regional market area:
The state of Colorado is considered to be the broadest net that should be cast for the regional market
area. Colorado has its own specific valuation issues regarding taxation, water law, environmental
regulation, available capital & median incomes, weather patterns (rainfall and temperature), etc.
Colorado borders Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona, all whom
have lower median household income. Colorado has it’s own golf association (Colorado Golf
Association) & professional golf association that breaks out and independently tracks Colorado data and
golf events.
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Aerial map of local golf courses (local market area):
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Vacant land analysis:
The ideal comparable for a vacant land analysis is both competitive and comparable, of similar acreage,
similar proximity to linkages such as highway frontage, similar allowed density, similar views and other
similar influences such as access to water, and accessibility & topography of the site. There was not an
abundance of large vacant land parcels within or in proximity to city limits so the time frame of sales
used was broadened from the benchmark 2-year period of July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2018 to a 5year period back to July 1, 2013. (See ARL Jan 2018 Vol 3 Chapter 3.0 on guidelines for expanding sales
criteria to a 5-year data-gathering period).
Sales with a lake (3.5 acre subject lake) or live-water frontage (Walton Creek 3,700 front feet or 0.7 mile)
were not found. Arguably a further upward adjustment could easily be supported on this basis.
No sales with the golf course entitlement were found. Arguably a further upward adjustment could
potentially be supported on this basis. If a golf course special use is granted in AF zoning, as is the case
with Catamount, this adds to the potential utility of the land and subtracts nothing. The likelihood of the
comparable sales being granted a golf course special use is low. ARL v3 p4.31 states “When determining
raw land value, all confirmed arm’s-length sales of undeveloped land, e.g., large tract agricultural
land sales, within the data collection period are considered and a representative, defensible market
value per unit is established. Entitlements must be considered.”
Sales have not been adjusted for time, as no trend was able to be definitively established for this
particular data set of extremely limited, large irrigated acreages, in proximity to the city limits of
Steamboat. Both older & newer sales of these large-acre-parcels, with good access and utility, are seen
as mostly supportive of each other. Generally speaking the broader market has trended up. Based on
regional data, premium land parcels have been very competitive with the broader market’s
appreciation. Based on a broader data set a moderate upward time adjustment could potentially be
supported for the comparable sales. However, due to those data sets being dissimilar, that methodology
was not utilized.
In conclusion, when the cumulative inferior factors of the comps are taken into consideration, including:
lack of live water, lack of golf course entitlements, and overall appreciating market conditions from time
of sale, the land sales are considered vastly inferior to the subject, supporting only the absolute lowest
limit of the potential value range. We have no sales of the exceptional, heavily-influenced by water, with
golf-course entitlement parcels similar to the subject to establish and bracket the upper limit of value.
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Vacant Land Comparables

1

Account
R6208145
R6208147
R6208146
R6208148
TOTAL

zoning
AF
AF
AF
AF

direction
3.5m SW
3.5m SW
3.5m SW
3.5m SW

road
Irrigated
price per
frontage
acres
acre
acres
sale price
date of sale Notes
highway 131
35.61
0
10/16/2015
highway 131
37.62
26
10/16/2015
none
37.62
26
10/16/2015
highway 131
36.62
28
10/16/2015
($200,000)
147.47
$3,000,000
$18,987
R6208148 improved (est val subtracted) ^

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

R2011400
R8179673
R6814853
R8180014
R0205380
R3207007
R8164644

AF
AF
RN3
AF
AF
AF
AF

10m NW
< 1m W
7m NW
8.5m NW
11m NW
< 1m E
2.5m S

highway 40
highway 131
highway 40
cort 129
highway 40
none
highway 40

Comp#

160
40.61
58.23
90.46
140
5
66.98

133
40.61
0
83
67.1

$2,600,000
$800,000
$3,282,500
$1,040,000
$2,100,000
$73,000
$935,000

$16,250
$19,700
$56,371
$11,497
$15,000
$14,600
$13,959

11/30/2016 value floor, far west past Steamboat II
1/14/2016 100% irrigated & nearby
1/16/2018 value ceiling, residential development
9/8/2017
12/11/2014
8/24/2017 small size
11/16/2018 very steep topo, unsuitable for golf
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Account

Comp 1

R8164217
R8164218
R8164221

R6208145‐48

Sale
price
price per
acre
Sale date

location
road
frontage

comp 1
adjustment

Subject

R2011400

$3,000,000
$20,338.98
10/16/2015
South‐east of
Steamboat
Springs
city limits

highway 40
3,700 front feet
Walton Creek.
water frontage 3.5ac pond
zoning
AF w/ SUP
total
acreage
210.77
irrigated
80% +/‐
acreage
intensive

improved
Net
Adjustments
Gross
Adjustments

=

highway 131
900 front feet
Yampa River
AF ‐ inferior
147.5
54% ‐ inferior
Home &
outbuildings

=
=
inferior ‐

$16,250.00
11/30/2016

10 miles
North‐West
highway 40
2,000
front feet
Yampa River
AF ‐ inferior

=

160

inferior ‐
superior +

83%
none

comp 3
adjustment Comp 4

R8179673

$2,600,000

=

3.5 miles
West

comp 2
adjustment Comp 3

Comp 2

R6814853

$800,000

=
inferior ‐‐

=
=
inferior ‐

$19,699.58
1/14/2016

highway 131
seasonal
ditches
AF ‐ inferior

=
=
=

40.61
100% ‐ hay
none

=

=

$56,371.29
1/16/2018
7 miles
North‐West in
city limits
highway 40

inferior ‐‐
inferior ‐
=
=
=

comp 5
adjustment

Comp 5

R8180014

$3,282,500

=

< 1 mile
West

comp 4
adjustment

=

=

$11,496.79
9/8/2017

8.5 miles
North‐West
CO Rt 129

inferior ‐‐

none
RN3 ‐ superior
58.23
development
rights offset
none

R0205380

$1,040,000

=

seasonal
ditches
superior ++++ AF ‐ inferior
=

90.46

=
=

92%
none

comp 6
adjustment

Comp 6

$2,100,000

=
inferior ‐

inferior ‐‐
inferior ‐‐
inferior ‐

$15,000.00
12/11/2014

11 miles
North‐West
highway 40
1,500
front feet
Yampa River
AF ‐ inferior

=

140

=
=

48%
minimal

=
inferior ‐‐‐

=
=
inferior ‐
=
inferior ‐
superior +

inferior ‐

inferior ‐‐‐

inferior ‐‐‐

superior ++

inferior
‐‐‐‐‐‐

inferior
‐‐‐‐‐

(3)

(3)

(3)

(6)

(6)

(6)

Reconciliation and commentary: Comp 1 & 3 are a very tight range of value per acre and in closest proximity to the subject. They also have the fewest
adjustments when compared to the subject. Comp 4 brackets the value ceiling as it has superior development rights and density. Comp 2 helps support the
lower limit of value. It is at the midway point between Steamboat II and Milner but aside from that major adjustment is quite similar. Comp 3 is significantly
smaller with little golf course potential due to the small size. Comp 5 is the least similar to the subject being significantly offset from any highway/traffic
frontage. Comp 6 is also quite dissimilar due to the distance from the city, it is within 1 mile of the town of Milner.
Indicated Raw land value for subject
account
R8164217
R8164218
R8164221
TOTALS

acres
31.49
167.92
11.36
210.77

$/AC
Land Value
$19,000
$598,310
$19,000 $3,190,480
$19,000
$215,840
$19,000

< Driving range and supporting buildings, proximity to highway 40.
< Main course area, 3.5ac lake, 2,200 front feet on walton creek, pro‐shop & additional buildings
< Riparian remainder parcel, 1,500 front feet on walton creek

$4,004,630
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Sale map
Overview

Comp 5

Comp 4

Comp 2
Comp 6

Subject
Comp 3

Comp 1
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Sales comparison approach:

Since only one golf course sold in the surrounding counties, and that sale was well outside of the
statutory date range, the sales comparison approach was only considered valid in determining the
vacant land value. Also because there were no sales, no specific income data such as a localized
capitalization rate for a golf course was able to be determined. Sales in the regional mountain market
could potentially bracket an upper or lower limit, but the adjustments would be so massive outside of
Colorado the results would be unreliable with a high probability of misleading.
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Income capitalization approach:
Colorado statutes require the income approach to value be considered in the valuation of golf courses.
We have attempted to meet our statutory obligation numerous times by making numerous requests for
local income data, so this data can be considered. The income approach should be utilized using actual
income figures and applying an appropriate capitalization rate. This requires the local golf courses to
respond to requests for data.
To this end, to better assist the Assessor’s Office in estimating commercial values via the Income
Approach, the Confidential Income and Expense Questionnaire was again mailed to most Routt County
commercial property owners during the month of November 2018. The voluntary survey requested
2017 & 2018 year-end income, expense and vacancy data of tenant occupied properties. A total of 1,084
questionnaires was mailed. Of the 1,084 questionnaires, owners representing 247 properties
responded. 153 surveys yielded usable rental, vacancy and expense data for a good cross section of
Routt county commercial properties. 56 surveys yielded only expense data and 38 surveys reported no
income data (these properties were generally owner occupied).
Additionally, for those properties that sold during the period, an additional insert was included in the
mailing package to assist the Assessor’s Office in the estimation of overall cap rates (OARs).
Along with other sources, this data was used to assist in the estimation of market rental rates, vacancy
rates and expense ratios. Furthermore, the data was used to assist in the estimation of overall cap rates
(OARs) from actual income data reported as well as through the reconstruction of income streams for all
commercial sales where income data was not available or verifiable.
For the 2019RA, the Assessor’s Office mailed a Confidential Income and Expense Questionnaire to the
subject’s property owner. However, no response was ever received. Furthermore, the same income
and expense data was requested during the Assessor Level Appeal period; however, again, the
property owner did not furnish this information. And once again at the CBOE level appeal we have
again requested income data to specifically address the issue of economic obsolescence which has
been brought forward; however, again no response has been received as of the writing of this report.
The vast majority of golf courses are bought on the basis of their income production, with a return on
investment being a primary concern. Without this income data, we have been intentionally denied
one of the most important data points, income, in determining the value of an income producing
asset.
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Cost approach:
Outside of the assessor’s control, but well within the control of local golf courses, we have been left with
the cost approach as the sole data source in determining improvement value. Marshall & Swift was
used. Estimated depreciation and adjustments were utilized to estimate replacement cost new and
replacement cost new less depreciation. Economic obsolescence was qualitatively factored into the
course development cost.
Measurements for paved and parking areas were taken via aerial imagery. Not all improvements
required for a fully executed cost approach analysis were included as there was a time constraint
preventing the timely and equitable data collection of these miscellaneous items. The impact on value is
seen as somewhat minimal, but in certain scenarios these cumulative values can be substantial. These
potential exclusions include items such as hardwired security systems, underground piping & wiring
(servicing areas other than the course itself), parking lighting, parking bumpers, concrete trucking docks,
exterior security & landscaping light fixtures (high pressure sodium), permanent signage, curb & gutter,
fencing, gates, bridges, and masonry walls. In a full market value cost approach these items should be
itemized and quantified.
Data used in the cost approach is contained in the following spreadsheets.
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Course Development Cost
Account
Number

Acres

Layout Type

Residential
Frontage

R8164217 31.49 Double fareway < 30 lots
R8164218 167.92 Returning nines 25 - 70 ac

Total Course
Overall
Marshall & Swift 2019RA
Development
economic and
Cost Class
cost
Cost less all
physical
Sec 67 pg 1
per hole
forms of
Depreciation
depreciation
Class IV -G/E
$500,000 60.00%
$3,600,000
extensive features
^ includes
economic
named architect
$200,000
obsolescence ^ depreciated
cost per hole
60 +/- sand bunks

2) Par
3) per hole
4) holes
5) yards
72 par
3-5 par/hole
18 holes

& Single fareway
7,088 yards
5 / 18 holes 30%
Note: Marshall & Swift commercial cost handbook: Class IV cost range per hole is $200,000 to over $1,000,000. We utilized a base
cost below the median despite the extra features erroring on the side of undervaluation due to uncertainty surrounding potential
economic obsolescence.
18
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Buildings and associated improvements
Act
yr
Account Improvement
sq ft built
R8164217 xfob 1‐ Barn (light utility building) 6,000 2000
R8164217 xfob 2‐ Shop/Gar
5,000 1999
R8164217 xfob 3‐fin room area (mfg office)
1,820 1999

M&S
eff
model
yr
adjusted current Depr
multiple (EYB) Imp RCN Imp RCNLD totals
built $/Sq Ft
2005
$36.00
1.02 32% $216,000 $146,880
2005
$32.62
1.02 32% $163,080 $110,894
2005 $102.96
1.04 18% $187,387 $153,658

R8164218
R8164218
R8164218
R8164218
R8164218
R8164218
R8164218
R8164218
R8164218

2005
2005
2005
2005
2010
2005
2005
2005
2005

comm 1 ‐ retail office ‐ (proshop)
comm 1 ‐ 2nd floor
comm 1 ‐ wet sprinkler
comm 2 ‐ office
comm 2 ‐ wood balcony
xfob 1 ‐ equipment shed
xfob 2 ‐ shed (Golf Cart Storage)
xfob 3 ‐ shed (service garage)
xfob 4‐ fin shop/gar (pumphouse)

1,614
1,487
3,101
1,440
1,763
4,500
3,581
2,009
795

2000
2000
2005
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

$224.64
$224.64
$4.89
$154.08
$49.32
$30.46
$59.40
$31.25
$27.07

1.04
1.04
1.04
1.04
1.02
1.02
1.02
1
1.02

13%
13%
13%
13%
51%
44%
44%
32%
60%

$362,569
$334,040
$15,164
$221,875
$86,951
$137,052
$212,711
$62,777
$21,522

$315,435
$290,615
$13,193
$193,031
$42,606
$76,749
$119,118
$42,689
$8,609

Comm 1
$619,242
Comm 2
$235,637
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Miscellaneous site improvements
Account
Number

Descrption

R8164217

Catamount Ranch
PARCEL 1

R8164218

Catamount Ranch
PARCEL 2

Parcel Parking Sq Ft Ashalt cost
Acres Asph/conc new
$/SF
31.49 15,700
$2.5

167.92 54,000

$2.5

Parking lots
depreciated
value
50%
$19,625

physical
depreciation

50%

$67,500
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Highest and best use:
Unless otherwise directed by law, valuation for ad valorem property taxation should be based on a
property’s highest and best use. Covenants for Catamount Golf Course do not require the golf course to
remain in operation into perpetuity, so other uses are potentially legally permissible, physically possible,
financially feasible, and most profitable.
No income has been provided for the current use, so financial feasibility & profitability, two of the tests
of highest and best use, were unable to be analyzed. Due to this omission, a second potential highest
and best use, subdivision, was not considered or able to be analyzed. It is noted adjacent 5 acres lots
(R8171371, R8171370 sold in 2018 for $1.7 million & $1.8 million) sell for a premium. However some of
this premium would be eliminated with the dissolution of the course. The probability of this is quite low
due to potential legal hurdles with association members, despite being legally permissible, and
physically possible. The question unanswerable without additional data is would it be financially feasible
and most profitable. If the course ceased being profitable enough to generate a sufficient ROI/ROE due
to lack of HOA member participation, I would expect not only the potential legal hurdles from
association members to diminish, but would expect the golf course to become an interim use with the
potential for subdivision becoming more viable. Currently there is no indication of this.
In reconciliation the highest and best use is considered the current use, an operating, private, non‐
equity golf‐course.
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A general discussion on depreciation and economic obsolescence:
In valuing commercial real estate in Colorado for Ad Valorem market value, the three approaches to
value must be considered. The sales comparison approach considers how much it would cost to buy this
golf‐course. The income approach considers how much income this golf‐course can earn. The cost
approach considers how much it would cost to build this golf‐course and subtracts for depreciation.
Economic obsolescence is primarily used here in the cost approach because, the loss of value caused by
economic obsolescence is captured by lower income or higher expenses in the income approach, and by
generally lower sales prices in the sales comparison approach.
To value property under the cost approach:
1. Determine the cost to reproduce or replace the improvements new.
2. Add the value of the land.
3. Measure and deduct depreciation (and obsolescence if present)
The primary types of obsolescence:
1. Physical obsolescence: depreciation from physical wear‐and‐tear on improvements.
2. Functional obsolescence: depreciation from flaws or super‐adequacies in the design or
construction of an improvement. One of the most common causes of functional obsolescence in
golf‐courses occurs when the pro‐shop is overbuilt (too large). Catamount’s pro‐shop is a quite
modest size so this is not considered a factor.
3. Economic obsolescence: depreciation from sources external to the property itself. An example
of this would be falling national or state‐wide demand, neither or which have been recently
observed.
What is economic obsolescence? As it relates to Catamount it is considered as the potential impairment
of desirability arising from factors external to the property. The obsolescence may be international,
national, industry‐based, or local in origin. The sources of obsolescence should be both identified and
quantifiable using data within the most localized market area data available up to and including the
specific subject parcel. For Catamount the most specific data is the income of the subject itself.
Broadening our data search, the next most narrow market area is considered Steamboat. The broader
golf industry of Colorado is also considered very applicable. A mountain resort regional market of the
High‐Rockies may potentially also be appropriate, but this data would have to be proven applicable in
terms of applying factors only of golf courses that are both comparable and competitive to the subject.
An example of economic obsolescence would be a new golf course in the regional market being heavily
discounted from its cost. The golf course is new so there is no physical deterioration. It has incorporated
modern designs and technologies, so there is no functional obsolescence. Therefore, all of the value loss
is due to factors external to the golf course.
If there were enough factors putting downward pressure on existing golf courses, it would create a
situation in which building new golf courses would no longer be financially feasible or maximally
productive. In Colorado in particular this is not the case. An 18‐hole course has just been built and
opened in Spring of 2018 in Berthoud. TPC‐Colorado is the state’s first ground‐up golf course
development in nearly 10 years designed by Arthur Schaupeter Golf Course Architects. The course
stretches over 7,900 yards with views of the Rockies and water frontage of Lonetree, McNeil, and Welch
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Reservoirs surrounded by an 800 acre residential community. It is a hybrid private/public course. It is
considered competitive with Catamount.
Additionally, the first Topgolf location (exclusive driving range) in Colorado opened in 2015 in
Centennial. Colorado PGA executive director Eddie Ainsworth noted a second Colorado Topgolf location
is scheduled to open in Thornton in late 2019. Ainsworth additionally noted there are rumors a Drive
Shack will open in Colorado Springs in the near future.
With numerous new golf‐industry projects breaking dirt both during the data collection period, and
future projects being planned within the data collection period, it is very difficult to see or reconcile any
economic obsolescence beyond what has already been applied.
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Cost approach reconciliation notes on vacant land & course development cost:
Vacant land value highest and best use as improved:
The vacant land is assessed according to vacant irrigated land sales in proximity to highway 40.
Comparable 1 is the most appropriate being the closest in proximity, close in size, on the highway, with
irrigated acres. Supported by the other comparables, the value per acre as vacant was reconciled to
$19,000 as the absolute value floor. This comparable sale has inferior water influences, inferior
entitlements, and is quite dated selling in Oct of 2015.
Course development cost:
The course development cost has been obtained from Marshall & Swift recreational facilities tables and
additionally supported by original developer costs in recorded special use permits see Reception #
504829 from 1999.
The cost range per hole as indicated by Marshall & Switch has the following description:
Class IV. Better championship‐type course on good undulating terrain, fairway and greens bunkered and
contoured, large tees and greens, large trees transplanted, driving range, may have named architect,
good championship with some high‐cost features…. $333,000 ‐ $514,000
excellent championship course with extensive features…. $650,000 ‐$1,020,000
Catamount has a significant portion of it built on 25‐65% slopes which dramatically increases cost. The
course is meandering with single fairways requiring substantially more cart‐paths, irrigation lines &
equipment. Catamount has a named architect. There are 66 +/‐ sand bunkers, and extensive water
influences on numerous holes.
Reconciled to the lower end of the potential range at $500,000 replacement cost new per hole.
All forms of depreciation were calculated at an overall rate of 60%. A minute portion of this 60% is
physical deprecation as the course is quite well kept and fully functional with no noted drainage or soil‐
structure/turf issues. The vast majority of this 60% is considered economic obsolescence, which is a
qualitative factor based on historical weakness observed in the industry between 2000 and 2015.
The course development cost has been calculated as follows:
$500,000 per hole less depreciation ($500,000 x 0.6) = $3,600,000 or $200,000 replacement cost new
less depreciation per hole.
The value of the golf course improvement itself is considered to contribute $3,600,000 to the raw land
value, at minimum.
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Reconciled cost approach value of each individual parcel:
Since the cost approach is the only approach data is available, it is the only approach weighted in the
reconciliation.
The sales comparison approach, income approach, and cost approach have all been given appropriate
consideration. Due to lack of sales, and unreported income figures, the cost approach has been
reconciled to. Reconciliation of both the cost approach and final reconciliation is synonymously
addressed on the following pages.
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Cost approach reconciliation for R8164217:

Raw land: 31.49 acres x $19,000/ac = $598,310
15,700 sq ft asphalt at $1.25/sq ft: $19,625
Course development cost: The total $3,600,000 is allocated to R8164217 & R8164218 according to the
proportion of the total acreage of the golf course. The course development value is allocated as follows:
31.49 of 199.41 acres (15.79% x $3,600,000) = $568,497
Building improvement values:
Marshall & Swift commercial cost handbook utilized for base cost, adjustments, and depreciation.
Building improvements as follows:
6,000 sq ft utility building at $24.48/sq ft = $146,880.
5,000 sq ft shop at $22.18/sq ft: $110,894
1,820 sq ft manufactured office at $84.43/sq ft: $153,658
Building TOTAL value: $411,432
Raw land $598,310 + asphalt: $19,625 + course development $568,497 + buildings $411,432 =

$1,597,860.
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Cost approach reconciliation for R8164218:

Raw land: 167.92 acres x $19,000/ac = $3,190,480
54,000 sq ft asphalt: $67,500
Course development cost: The total $3,600,000 is allocated to R8164217 & R8164218 according to the
proportion of the total acreage of the golf course. The course development value is allocated as follows:
167.92 of 199.41 acres (84.21% x $3,600,000) = $3,031,503
Building improvement values:
Marshall & Swift commercial cost handbook utilized for base cost, adjustments, and depreciation.
Building improvements as follows:
3,101 sq ft pro‐shop at $199.69/sq ft: $619,242
1,440 sq ft office at $163.63/sq ft: $235,637
4,500 sq ft equipment shed at $17.06/sq ft: $76,749
3,581 sq ft golf cart storage $33.26/sq ft: $119,118
2,009 sq ft service garage at $21.25/sq ft: $42,689
795 sq ft pump‐house at $10.83/sq ft: $8,609
Building TOTAL value: $1,102,044
Raw land $3,190,480 + asphalt $67,500 + course development $3,031,503 + buildings $1,102,044 =

$7,391,530.
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Cost approach reconciliation for R8164221:

Raw land: 11.36 acres x $19,000/ac = $215,840
Raw land $215,840 =

$215,840.

Grand total of all three accounts:
(R8164217 at $1,597,860) + (R8164218 at $7,391,530) + (R8164221 at $215,840)
=

$9,205,230 GRAND TOTAL VALUE
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Addendum
Catamount Golf Course addendum
Water construction over Walton Creek, example of just a fraction of the original cost to build out nearly
20 years ago.
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Example of more water improvement costs made during the original build‐out phase of the larger
development, note these are likely for the clubhouse parcel but is unspecified, plat is for both lake
catamount and catamount ranch.

Golf course operation is not mandated (though a 65 voting members would likely vote against):
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The millions spent on roads are private and have not been picked up or assessed:
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